
4TH CLASS WORK: 
MS DUNNE & MR 

STONE
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1 week



Instructions:
◦ Hi Everyone,

We hope that you are all happy, healthy & safe! We can’t believe that it has been 2 months since we have seen 
you & I’m sure like us you are missing your friends, after school activities, yard time & maybe even the classroom 
day itself! But for now it is important that we listen to all the advice we have been given & stay home, to stay 
safe. 

Again this week, we have set some suggested tasks for you to work on during the week or whenever you get a 
chance as we know that Mums and Dads are very busy right now. Try your best! 

There will also be 2 new tasks for you on Google Classroom- don’t forget to hand-in your work on these tasks for 
us to see- We can’t wait 

If we were in school, we would have been doing our daily mile, so we suggest that you measure out a mile near 
your house (with the help of Mum/Dad), to run once a day. We will also be ding this, so when we return to 
school we will all be flying! 

Parents, we are extremely grateful for all of your cooperation during this strange time. Distance learning can be 
difficult to manage, but with your support has proved very successful. We truly appreciate all of your help. 
Remember it is up to you to decide how much or little your child does & it is like Ms Hetherton said “treat it is like 
a menu”. 

We really are missing everyone, but for now stay safe, healthy & happy. Remember to be kind to everyone at 
home, help out where you can & get lots of fresh air  Ms Dunne & Mr Stone



In-Class English Groups
◦ Monday & Tuesday: Novel Work

- Read Chapter 5 “Bill’s New Frock”

- Complete activities A & B after that chapter in your English Copy.

◦ Wednesday: Grammar- The Apostrophe 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyI8xH2CXsw (contraction)

◦ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNFPnVz7JB4 (possession)

- Word Wizard P. 101

◦ Thursday & Friday: Comprehension Work/Writing

- Word Wizard P.98+99- Re-read “Stuck in Salou” + Q’s 1-5 Part A

- Letter-Write a letter to your teacher telling them about a holiday you have had (it can 
be good or bad/true or false!) in your English Copy.

- & 10mins handwriting



In-Class Maths Groups
◦ New Topic: Area

1. Look at the Powerpoint on Area (On Blog)

2. You can watch this video to help you understand better-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cz_IB65pZM (Skip to 1.03)

3. Planet Maths P. 138 B+C

P.139 B, P.140 A+B

(Complete in maths copy)

(Check your answers using the answer booklet on the blog)

4. Challenge: In your maths copy design your perfect house or zoo. 

Find the Perimeter (cm)+ Area (cm) of each room 

/enclosure & colour it in 

-The area of a shape is 
how much space is inside 
the shape

Area=15cm
2

cm

cm

2



Gaeilge-
◦ Everyday- spend 5/10mins on duolingo (https://www.duolingo.com/welcome) Select Irish & set 

up a free account. It’s a great way to continue to use Gaeilge & learn some new words. 

◦ Abair Liom: Caitheamh Aimsire (Past-times)

1) Look at the Poster on P. 140-141. Choose 5 new words- look them up in your dictionary or online 
& write them & draw a picture in your copy. 

2) P.144 Make 4 sentences from words in the box.

(1st=Verb [Imrim-I play (sport), Seinnim- I play (instrument), Téim – I go…] 2nd= Activity & 3rd= When 
[day of the week]) E.g. Téim ag snámh Dé Luan.

3) P.146- Word Search- Look up the words (most are in the poster) & find them in the wordsearch



SESE: 

◦ Plant Growth: 

1)How does a seed become a plant? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkFPyue5X3Q

-Have you ever planted seeds? Write about how you did this (Procedural Writing) & draw a 
picture of what it grew into in your copy.

2) Parts of a Plant: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3St51F4kE8

-Draw & label a plant in your SESE copy.

3)What do plants need to survive experiment: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nffg3GlSuXg

-Make a list in your copy of the things plants need to grow.

-You can try this experiment at home if you have the materials 

More Experiments you could try: (Take/draw some pictures & stick them in your SESE copy)

- https://www.sfi.ie/site-files/primary-science/media/pdfs/col/sci_at_home_how_plants_drink.pdf

- http://www.sciencefun.org/kidszone/experiments/dyed-flowers/



Art: Draw your Favourite Zoo Animal(s)
◦ How to draw videos:

Lion- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bs0W-YfM3Xc

Elephant- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bS9-xYlNgU

Monkey- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY5G6t9KPBM

Tiger- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBSKr-F8RCs

Giraffe- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRYBEwairJQ

Penguin- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1APW_4J8dw

There are lots of tutorials on youtube

to help you!



Google Classroom Tasks:
-Upload your work on the 2 tasks onto Google Classroom & don’t forget to click “Hand-in”

Task 1) Upload a picture of a piece of work you would like to show your teacher. It can be 
something you are proud of, or something you want help with 

Task 2) Zoo Animal Report: https://www.dublinzoo.ie/animals/ You will find lots of information on the 
Dublin Zoo’s Page or in a kiddle.com search.

Must Include:

Name of Animal:

Classification: (What is it?)

Appearance: (What does it look like?)

Habitat: (Where does it live in the wild?)

Diet: (What does it eat?)

Interesting Facts:


